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airspace operations 
enabling beyond possible 
Scalable, efficient, safe, sustainable, secure, access for every airspace user
Assured Autonomy for Aviation Transformation
• Develop high impact aviation autonomy applications
Real-Time System-Wide Safety Assurance
• Develop an integrated prototype of a real-time safety 
monitoring and assurance system
Safe, Efficient Growth in Global Operations
• Enable full NextGen and develop technologies to 
substantially reduce aircraft safety risks
Strategic Thrusts
C U R R E N T  A I R S P A C E  O P E R A T I O N S  
S M A L L  U N M A N N E D  A I R C R A F T  S Y S T E M S
V E R T I C A L  T A K E  O F F  A N D  L A N D I N G
Current National airspace system 
U R B A N  A I R  M O B I L I T Y :  S M A L L  D R O N E S  T O  L A R G E R  
P A S S E N G E R  C A R R Y I N G  V T O L S
Emerging Users 
Daily Flight Demand for All Users in 2025
Airspace Operations: Much Room for Impact
Inter-island Autonomous Cargo Delivery 
single pilot, off-board manager, or fully autonomous
Transformation – Urban Air Mobility
Increasingly autonomous – focused on access, safety and scalability  
Space Traffic Management
High Altitude UTM (upper E) 
Conventional Manned Aviation 
(Class A, B, C, D, E)
Urban Air Mobility 
Low-altitude small UAS
• Cooperative
• Intent-sharing
• Digital: data exchanges among 
operators
• Standardized application 
protocol interfaces
• Air/ground integrated 
• Service-oriented architecture
• Role for third parties
U T M - L I K E - AT M  A I R S PA C E  O P E R AT I O N S  E N V I R O N M E N T

System-Wide Safety
UAS Traffic Management
Airspace Technology Demonstrations
ATM – eXploration
Safe, Efficient Growth in Global Operations
• Enable full NextGen and develop technologies to 
substantially reduce aircraft safety risks
Real-Time System-Wide Safety Assurance
• Develop an integrated prototype of a real-time safety 
monitoring and assurance system
Assured Autonomy for Aviation Transformation
• Develop high impact aviation autonomy applications
Future airspace operations?
• Scalable – increasingly autonomous
• Cooperative – information needs, and technologies for 
cooperation among vehicles, and operators, and 
service providers 
• Digital – data exchanges and standardized application 
protocols
• Resilient – technologies and procedures for faster 
recovery from disruptions 
• Manage by exception – flexibility where possible and 
structure where necessary 
• Safety assurance – in-time data, prognostics, V&V of 
increasingly autonomous systems 
• Air/ground/cloud integrated
• Service oriented architecture – third party
airspace operations 
enabling beyond possible! 
Space Traffic Management
High Altitude UTM (upper E) 
Conventional Manned Aviation 
(Class A, B, C, D, E)
Urban Air Mobility 
Low-altitude small UAS
Workshop Structure 
• Collaborative Innovation 
• Four project overviews followed by program overview
• Lunch time – Sign up for tours on Thursday (limited availability)
• 11 Breakout sessions – 2-3 simultaneous 
• Individual input – areas of collaboration – moderators will collect cards (all breakouts)
• Report out sessions 
• Happy hour –Wednesday evening in building 3
• Demonstrations and tours (Th)
• One-on-one meetings with program, project, and other researchers (Th)
• Collaboration – among each other and with NASA to maximize impact
• Be vocal – we want to hear community needs so that research products are most relevant 

Story of Airspace Operations and Safety Program motivation,
Inter-center NASA cooperation,
Air-ground integration and roles distribution,
Guarantees scalable, safe and efficient operation,
ATD, ATMx, SWS, and UTM execution,
Some focus on airspace and airport optimization,
Some focus on flight validation and simulation,
Some focus on communication,
Some focus on aircraft certification,
That’s NASA’s inspiration,
Strategic relation with Federal Aviation Administration,It’s all about collaborative innovation,
To enable efficient and safe airspace operation,
We must move towards higher levels of automation,
By government, academia, and industry collaboration,
Let’s think beyond imagination, and assure all airspace users’ inclusion,
Exploration, simulation, validation, integration, certification, collaboration, implementation will 
lead to airspace  transformation!
embracing innovation in aviation while respecting it’s safety tradition
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